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Glossary
 
Build back better: The use of the recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction phases 
after a disaster to increase the resilience of communities and nations by integrating 
disaster risk reduction measures into the restoration of physical infrastructure and 
societal systems, and into the revitalization of livelihoods, economies and the environ-
ment (UNDRR 2017)

Cascading effect: The dynamics present in disasters, in which the impact of a phys-
ical event or the development of an initial technological or human failure generates a 
sequence of events in human subsystems that result in physical, social or economic 
disruption (Pescaroli & Alexander 2015).

Cost-benefit analysis: A technique for deciding whether to make an investment or 
not. As its name suggests, it compares the values of all benefits from the action under 
consideration and the costs associated with it (OECD 2005).

Discount rate: A discount rate (%) tells us the preference for resource mobilization 
now, as opposed to future use. A 0% discount rate means that there is no preference 
whether the cost or benefit is received now or in the future. A higher discount rate 
signals a preference for the costs and benefits now and disregards the impacts in the 
future because it lowers the value of the future costs and benefits by the stated rate 
(adapted from Case et al. 2012 ).
 
Disaster: A serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society at any 
scale due to hazardous events interacting with conditions of exposure, vulnerability 
and capacity, leading to one or more of the following: human, material, economic or 
environmental losses and impacts (UNDRR 2017).
Disaster risk: The potential loss of life, injury, or destroyed or damaged assets which 
could occur to a system, society or a community in a specific period of time, deter-
mined probabilistically as a function of hazard, exposure, vulnerability and capacity 
(UNDRR 2017).

Disaster risk reduction (DRR): The policy objective of disaster risk management aimed 
at preventing new disaster risk and reducing existing disaster risk, as well as managing 
residual risk, all of which contribute to strengthening resilience and therefore to the 
achievement of sustainable development (UNDRR 2017).

Equitable resilience: Resilience practice that accounts for social vulnerability and 
differential access to power, knowledge, and resources. It requires starting from peo-
ple’s own perception of their position within their human-environmental system, and 
it accounts for their realities and for their need for a change of circumstance to avoid 
imbalances of power into the future (Matin et al. 2018). 

Equity: The absence of avoidable or remediable differences among groups of people, 
whether those groups are defined socially, economically, demographically, or geograph-
ically (WHO 2019).
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Governance: The exercise of economic, political and administrative authority to  
manage a country’s affairs at all levels. It comprises the mechanisms, processes and 
institutions through which citizens and groups articulate their interests, exercise their 
legal rights, meet their obligations and mediate their differences (UNDP 1997).

Hazard: A process, phenomenon or human activity that may cause loss of life, injury or 
other health impacts, property damage, social and economic disruption or environmen-
tal degradation (UNDRR 2017).

Loss and Damage: The adverse effects of climate-related stressors that cannot be, or 
have not been, avoided through mitigation or managed through adaptation efforts (van 
der Geest et al. 2019).

Resilience: The ability of a system, community or society exposed to a hazard to resist, 
absorb, accommodate, adapt to, transform and recover from the effects of that hazard 
in a timely and efficient manner, including through the preservation and restoration of 
its essential basic structures and functions through risk management (UNDRR 2017).

Sustainable development: Development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (UNGA 1987).

Trade-off: A decision that chooses between two desired outcomes where a gain in one 
requires a loss, at least in part, in another (Tuhkanen et al. 2018).

Vulnerability: The conditions determined by physical, social, economic and environ-
mental factors or processes which increase the susceptibility of an individual, a  
community, assets or systems to the impacts of hazards (UNDRR 2017)
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Introduction
Disasters and development are closely connected. Development pursued sustainably 
and using good governance principles is critical for reducing vulnerability to disaster 
risk. Many current development approaches, however, do not adhere to this course. 
These approaches lack a holistic risk perspective, and ultimately reinforce the status 
quo. As a result, development efforts can exacerbate inequities and perpetuate exist-
ing risks, or create new risks. Development decisions that lack sufficient planning can 
put people and property in harm’s way, for example through the construction of coast-
al property in an area vulnerable to storm surges. Disasters, on the other hand, can 
destroy years of development investments by ruining critical infrastructure and limiting 
the accessibility of critical services, such as emergency relief, as well as education and 
health care. Furthermore, post-disaster recovery often focuses on short-term risks, at 
the expense of addressing long-term risks. As a result, vulnerability becomes ingrained 
and an accelerated cycle of development creating disaster risk is repeated. A transfor-
mation of current unsustainable development models is needed to achieve develop-
ment outcomes that are equitable and sustainable and that lead to resilience for all.

Aim and target audience
 
The aim of these guidelines is to support the alignment of development and disaster 
risk reduction (DRR) processes so that they contribute to sustainable, resilient and 
equitable development outcomes. They are designed to encourage critical reflection 
on development decision-making processes and the implications of decision-making 
outcomes for risk creation and risk reduction and to foster equitable resilience today 
and in the future.  The guidelines can also be the basis for trainings where there is 
ample time to read through the conceptual guidance, to consider the questions, and to 
discuss relevancies to specific situations.

The intended primary target audience of these guidelines includes national and  
subnational authorities and key actors working in urban, strategic, comprehensive  
land-use, and infrastructure planning, as well as in disaster risk management and in  
social and economic development. This guidance can also be useful for other stake-
holders such as non-governmental organizations, faith-based organizations, interna-
tional organizations and the private sector, to inform planning and implementation 
processes. Individual stakeholders may find these guidelines useful for decision-making 
processes and self-reflection, as well as preparing for broader stakeholder meetings or 
as a basis for stakeholder discussion. 

We recognize that many of the questions related to transforming development and 
disaster risk may be challenging to discuss and even more challenging to face.  
However, we must identify and confront the structures and obstacles that currently 
limit our ability to transform development into a sustainable and adaptive pathway to 
equitable resilience.
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Structure of the guidelines
These guidelines discuss two separate approaches to advancing development and 
disaster risk: 1) examining trade-offs and 2) moving towards equitable resilience.

First, we present five common dimensions of trade-offs development and disaster 
risk objectives. The dimensions are reflected in the five subsections of these guide-
lines. Each dimension is illustrated with examples and critical questions to ask in the 
decision-making process. It should be noted that each trade-off dimension has many 
components and can be expressed in various ways. Though guidance provides only 
one or two examples for each trade-off dimension, it is important to note that aspects 
of trade-off dimensions can look very different in different cases. Many of our exam-
ples concern coastal areas, where decisions about development and disaster risk are 
needed most urgently. Thinking through the trade-off dimensions by asking the critical 
questions in these guidelines can help decision makers to reflect on processes and to 
identify issues that can determine whether development and DRR can be aligned to 
produce equitable outcomes for all stakeholders.

Second, to decide how to resolve those issues in a way that supports equitable  
resilience, we discuss an approach that introduces four important elements worth  
considering for interventions to achieve equity and social justice. These elements  
are outlined and also illustrated with examples and critical questions to ask.

The guidelines are divided up into two main sections: one which deals with trade-offs within decision making 
and one which deals with equitable resilience. The trade-off dimensions (blue squares) are explained in five 
sub-sections. The equitable resilience components are explained in four sub-sections (green squares). Each 
sub-section includes a definition, example(s), critical questions to ask and opportunities to consider in the  

planning process for more equitable and disaster resilient development.
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Part 1  
 
What is the rationale behind examining 
the trade-offs?
In our pursuit of desirable outcomes in development or DRR, we may inadvertently 
create new risks for some places or for some people. While it is not always possible to 
eliminate all risks, or to make decisions that equally benefit all stakeholders, we can 
better manage risks and reduce potential harm by recognizing and understanding the 
explicit, and often implicit, trade-offs that are likely to occur in decision-making  
processes. We have identified five key trade-off dimensions: aggregation, participation, 
equity, time and risk. These are exposed in the five subsections of these guidelines.
Trade-offs are defined as a decision between two desired outcomes where a gain in 
one requires a loss, at least in part, in another (Tuhkanen et al. 2018). Recognizing and 
exploring the potential trade-offs affecting specific decision-making processes helps to 
illuminate how the policies and practices of development and DRR can create new risks 
or exacerbate existing ones. Trade-offs may not always appear to be a clear decision 
about choosing between two desired but opposing aspects, such as efficiency versus 
thoroughness. In fact, looking at the initial trade-off more closely can reveal multiple 
scenario options with various associated characteristics. This opens space for more 
reflective decision-making that considers both development and DRR goals and the 
possible consequences resulting from related decisions in a holistic way.

At the start of a planning and/or implementation process, reflecting on the trade-off 
potential in these five dimensions enables more informed decision-making. This  
consideration provides an opportunity to improve the plan by realigning development 
and DRR processes. For decision makers at the subnational, national or regional levels, 
the early identification of trade-offs, which can often be vague and obscure, provides 
tangible advantages. These can include allowing an opportunity to modify plans and 
activities that could have adverse repercussions, stressing the importance of risk- 
informed pre-disaster and post-disaster planning, and inviting decision makers to  
consider the consequences of the current distribution of power and to examine the 
potential benefits of alternatives.

If the different dimensions of trade-offs are not recognized or addressed, it could lead 
to continuation of the status quo or the creation of new risks. Leaving the underlying 
drivers of disaster risk unaddressed contributes to their entrenchment, likely under-
mining development efforts. Alternatively, processes that consider potential trade-offs 
from the start may be able to avoid or mitigate the actual trade-off penalties and  
contribute to a development process where power, accountability, risks and benefits 
are more equitably shared.
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1.1  Consider potential gains and losses

Definition  
 
The aggregation dimension relates to the overall gains (positive consequences) and 
losses (negative consequences) of a decision. Planning documents often justify an 
intervention by focusing on its goals, desired outcomes and gains. Equally important, 
however, is understanding the potential negative consequences of an intervention. 
What are we sacrificing to meet this planned goal? In addition to macrolevel aggregat-
ed outcomes, it is also important to identify how effects of decisions are likely to play 
out over different scales. For example, if the decision has largely positive net impacts 
at the national level, what are the impacts at the subnational or local level? Does this 
examination at another level reveal differences in outcomes? The extent to which these 
risks are reflected in environmental and social impact assessments depends on the 
local regulations, the quality and scope of the assessment, and the availability of time 
and resources. Examining the aggregation dimension can reveal some of the ways in 
which achieving economic development and reducing disaster risk are at odds with 
each other.
 

Examples

●• A large hydropower development project is expected to result in increased  
company profits, higher rates of regional and national electrification, the creation 
of new job opportunities, and economic growth. However, the resulting hydro-
power plant may also lead to increased flood and drought risk for downstream 
communities. Thus, the project has concrete positive impacts related to economic 
development but has potential negative environmental and social impacts.  
Therefore, in this case, environmental and/or social protection is traded off for 
economic development. 

●• The protection of coastal ecosystems can be seen as being at odds with profitable 
coastal development. In many local areas, coastal development creates the  
opportunity for much needed new tax income from businesses or for the  
construction of housing on what is seen as prime real estate land. However,  
intact coastal ecosystems that might be lost due to coastal development provide  
a range of crucial ecosystem services to surrounding communities, such as  
livelihoods, safe water, natural resources and recreational opportunities, as well  
as protection from coastal erosion, storm surges, and sea level rise and thus  
decrease disaster risk.
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Critical questions to ask in a planning process
 
In reviewing a plan, you should ask the following questions: 

• What are the goals and expected benefits of the plan? What are potential negative 
consequences of the plan, both explicit and implicit?

• Whose needs do the goals of the plan address? Who is likely to benefit from the 
planned intervention? Who is likely to be negatively affected?

• Do any of the goals in this planning process compete or conflict with each other?
• Is the plan complementary to or in conflict with other plans, including ones at 

different governance levels or in other sectors? If it is in conflict with another plan, 
will this prevent the plan from being effectively implemented? How can conflicts 
be resolved?

• Do alternative solutions exist and, if so, to what extent are they considered in the 
plan and planning process?

• Have the potential negative consequences of the plan been sufficiently investigat-
ed, articulated and addressed? Is it clear what the expected positive and negative 
consequences will be at the community level?

• Are appropriate social, economic and environmental indicators being used to  
monitor the results of the plan across scales?

• Is there pressure to downplay the potential negative consequences or risks of the 
activities supported by the plan? If so, from where do these pressures arise? Why 
does this pressure exist?

• Are there mechanisms for compensation, financial and/or non-financial, for those 
who will be affected by the potential negative impacts of the plan? If compensa-
tion has been or will be provided, have those being compensated been consulted 
about it to ensure that it is acceptable and fair to them in both the short and long-
term?

Opportunities for improving decision-making 
 
Predicting the effects of a planning decision is rarely straightforward. Integrated  
assessments that assess the plan’s potential indirect and unintended impacts from 
different perspectives are needed early in the planning phase. Identification of negative 
consequences can pave the way for discussions with stakeholders to pinpoint more 
holistic approaches to achieve the desired benefits without delivering adverse results 
or exacerbating risks.

The key consideration is acknowledging from the outset that there are multiple and 
sometimes competing goals in a process such as economic development or DRR and 
then settling on ways to measure the gains, losses and risks. Decision makers also  
need to weigh expected gains and losses against each other. Furthermore, monitor-
ing of disaster losses and damages in relation to development gains, including those 
arising from extensive disaster risks, ensures that risks are documented and considered 
against expected gains.
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1.2 Enable participation in decision-making

Definition 
 
The participation dimension focuses on inclusion in the process of governing. It relates to 
who is included in decision-making processes, who decides how participation is carried out, 
and ultimately whose interests are represented and prioritized. Inclusion and power relations 
shape agendas and play an important role in determining development and DRR outcomes. 
Inclusion and fair representation goals are often regarded as important, but decision makers 
may disregard them when challenged by limited resources, time, or capacities to manage 
deeper or broader participation. This is especially noticeable in post-disaster recovery 
situations, where rapid response aimed at fulfilling humanitarian needs and restoring basic 
services tends to be prioritized over recruiting diverse representation and participation. 
Organizational mandates, laws and regulations, as well as established practices, may also 
influence the methods that are used and the actions that are prioritized. In some cases,  
decision makers may also see meaningful participation as a threat to their own vested or 
personal interests. For example, decision makers may not want to involve certain stakehold-
ers or share decision-making power with those whose interests may oppose their own.  
Furthermore, systems, routines and norms may promote silo-thinking and create competi-
tion between actors, rather than enable and encourage collaboration.
 

Examples

●• While local and general assemblies may be an efficient way to communicate planning 
results to the public, they don’t always enable meaningful participation. For example, 
following Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines in 2013, the Tacloban city Government led 
the Tacloban Recovery and Rehabilitation Plan (TRRP) process. The TRRP process 
included holding assemblies to present the draft plan and give residents an opportu-
nity to provide feedback. However, some residents did not participate out of fear of 
speaking publicly. Others did not attend because of embarrassment over their illitera-
cy, which would be publicly demonstrated during registration by using a thumbmark in 
place of a signature. In this case, more time-consuming methods that could have  
encouraged people with lower levels of confidence or education to contribute and 
voice their opinion was traded off for the efficiency of using rapid and familiar  
participation methods. 

●• While the TRRP promoted broad stakeholder participation in Tacloban, it did not 
motivate collaboration and thus did not eliminate existing competition and tensions 
between actors. In the process, difficulties in establishing a common vision among 
multiple stakeholders caused some actors to pursue projects independently. As well, 
power struggles emerged among political parties, local NGOs, and international NGOs, 
with each protecting their own agenda. This dynamic hampered recovery in the  
affected communities. In this case, more coordinated and collaborative approaches 
that could have led to collective power-sharing were traded for existing and more 
familiar ways of working. Stakeholders had the ability to independently fulfil their own 
agenda without needing to seek approval or input from other stakeholders. This  
scenario may have led to quicker individual results, but produced duplication and/or 
poor distribution of aid among affected communities.
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Critical questions to ask in a planning process
 
In reviewing the plan, you may ask the following questions: 

• Which stakeholders are involved and/or represented in the planning process? Who is 
not involved and/or represented? Are vulnerable and marginalized groups involved or 
represented and, if so, how are they identified?

• What is the process for engaging stakeholders during the planning process? How  
participatory is the process? Is decision-making power shared?

• What are the obstacles or limitations to increased inclusion in the process, especially 
among vulnerable or marginalized groups? Will efforts be made to address barriers to 
participation, particularly for underrepresented groups who are excluded due to  
illiteracy, low levels of confidence or other factors?

• Do some stakeholders have vested interests that discourage them from extending 
participation to less represented groups? If so, how does this affect the final outcome 
of the plan? How is this dealt with in the plan?

• Are there some elements or practices in the planning process that promote competi-
tion rather than collaboration, for example among sectors, departments, or organiza-
tions?

• Is decision-making power shared among stakeholders, meaning all those who will be 
affected by the plan’s decisions and activities? To what extent is decision-making 
shared? Has it been clearly communicated how the ultimate choices among competing 
trade-offs will be made and by whom?

• What accountability mechanisms are in place for decisions made during this process? 
Who can be held accountable for the consequences of decisions made and over what 
time period?

Opportunities for improving decision-making 
 
The appropriate levels and means of participation vary depending on the situation.  
Generally, inclusive processes involve a wide range of stakeholders: local governments, 
community-based organizations, businesses, and both women and men — including those 
from vulnerable and marginalized communities, such as migrant workers and all who will be 
potentially affected by the planning decisions. The knowledge, practices, skills and resourc-
es of all stakeholders can be utilized to promote community led action and to facilitate 
participation. Governments should cooperate with grassroots organizations, as this can help 
build local government capacity. Meaningful participation requires knowing how, with the 
available time and resources, to connect with stakeholders who are critical for meeting the 
goal of equitable resilience, in particular with those who may not normally feel confident 
about raising their concerns publicly.

Governance systems that promote transparency and accountability help ensure that  
decision makers are not separated from the outcomes of their actions. They can also  
provide incentives for decision makers to minimize risks. Sharing decision-making power 
also redistributes the outcome risks to all those involved. Mainstreaming participatory  
methods in planning processes prior to a disaster is important as it alleviates the pressure 
and responsibility to organize participatory processes during or after a disaster.
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1.3 Ensure equity in process and outcomes

Definition 
 
The equity dimension explores the distribution of gains, losses and risks resulting from 
development and DRR decision-making processes and interventions across different 
scales, places, and social groups. Decisions related to development and DRR interven-
tions are unlikely to affect everyone equally. Furthermore, there is often a significant 
gap in available capacities and resources among different groups for reducing risks, 
mitigating and avoiding costs, or taking advantage of opportunities presented by  
interventions.

Limited resources often lead to interventions that target only specific audiences or 
locations. Where these policy interventions are directed results in different outcomes, 
as well as different winners and losers. As with the participation dimension, shifting the 
distribution of gains and losses so that the benefits and burdens are more even can 
encounter resistance from those who benefit from the status quo. To change that,  
planning processes and investment decisions will need to actively address the  
inequitable distribution of development and DRR outcomes within both communities 
and societies. Although equity is context-specific, sustainable development and  
equitable resilience require meeting the needs of the most vulnerable, such as the  
poor and marginalized, that are also often living in highly exposed areas.

 

Examples

●• Decisions on where to allocate limited financial resources – for risk mitigation or 
prevention versus post-disaster recovery and reconstruction – are often based on 
financial calculations of post-disaster asset losses. This approach not only often 
minimizes the overall value of asset losses, but it favours investment in high value 
wealthy areas while failing to account for peoples’ different capacities to reduce 
risk and to recover. Thus, small businesses and low-income or otherwise  
vulnerable groups end up highly exposed to risk and then disproportionately 
damaged by disasters. These populations have very limited physical, political, 
technical or financial capacity to reduce their risks. An investment strategy based 
on interventions in areas considered less valuable can mitigate poverty and the 
decline of well-being, while promoting disaster resilience. In this example of  
limited resoucres, trade-offs must be made about where to invest limited  
resources and for what purposes.
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Critical questions to ask in a planning process
 
In reviewing the plan, you may ask the following questions:

• Which individuals and social groups are most vulnerable to disaster risks, based on 
their vulnerability in the past? What are the causes of their vulnerability? Does the 
current economic development model contribute to their vulnerability?

• What is the distribution across society, geographically and socially, of the expect-
ed gains and anticipated losses of different groups of people in the plan? Is the 
distribution equitable and, if so, how?

• To what extent are the consequences for vulnerable and/or marginalized groups in 
society explicitly considered or analysed in the plan?

• Are there mechanisms in the plan to equitably share the outcomes, risks, and 
potential costs of these planning decisions across society? If not, what are the 
obstacles to implementing such mechanisms?

• Are there vested interests in the planning process that will serve as obstacles to a 
more equitable distribution of negative and positive consequences?

Opportunities for improving decision-making 
 
Working with a broad range of stakeholders to develop a shared goal or vision of 
equitable resilience that guides planning and investment is more likely to produce 
more equitable outcomes. Laws and regulations that support both risk prevention and 
risk-sharing mechanisms, such as mandatory insurance with deductions from premiums 
for risk mitigation actions, can help spread risk prevention across society and increase 
the number of people insured. Ideally, wide participation should spread the cost of 
disaster losses across society. Such regulations are complicated as they should avoid 
creating perverse incentives for people to remain in high risk areas while also recogniz-
ing peoples’ varying abilities to change their situations.  In addition, investments in  
marginalized areas that provided social protection and post-disaster support, such as 
cash pay-outs to affected households, can enable households and individuals to  
maintain a certain level of consumption while rebuilding during disaster recovery. This 
in turn can mitigate poverty and loss of well-being, while promoting disaster resilience.  
As with the participation dimension, a shift in the distribution of gains and losses across 
society can be met with resistance from some stakeholders, particularly those who 
stand to lose power or privilege. However, it is critical to identify winners and losers 
of current and proposed policies and of decision-making processes to ensure gains 
and losses are more equitably distributed, particularly for vulnerable and marginalized 
groups.
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1.4  Balance short, medium and long-term 
risks and opportunities

Definition 
 
The time dimension relates to the balancing of short, medium and long-term priorities and 
to how the distribution of gains, losses and risks can change over time. What constitutes 
short-term and long-term is highly context- and case-specific and should be clarified within 
each plan. Additionally, it is important to keep in mind that a plan might lead to unforeseen 
consequences outside of its stated time frames. Short-term outcomes, especially gains, may 
be perceived as more certain than long-term and thus gain priority. Long-term consequenc-
es might also be perceived as something that can be dealt with and responded to later on. 
Sometimes, disregard for the long-term costs or risks related to an action, or inaction, shifts 
the burden of dealing with its consequences from one to another actor or set of actors, 
or even to a future generation. For example, fossil fuel-based development for short-term 
economic growth and its perceived immediate benefits continues despite knowledge of the 
repercussions of climate change in the near and far future. Broadening the temporal scope of 
decision-making to account for long-term outcomes can be constrained by existing  
governance structures, such as political and financial cycles, in both the public and private 
sectors.
 

Examples

●• Coastal protection can be regarded as at odds with coastal development. In many 
areas, coastal development promises new tax income from businesses or housing on 
what is considered prime real estate land. This can provide local authorities and  
developers with the promise of benefits in a relatively short time frame. In many cases, 
the developers sell these assets soon after construction and shift ongoing development 
risks to other actors. While intact coastal ecosystems play a strong role in reducing  
disaster risk, this important service is often ignored. Estimating these benefits in terms 
of time is challenging because some will come from avoided losses from future hazard-
ous events. Avoiding future loss seems less concrete than making profit now. 

●• The time dimension is particularly prominent and problematic in post-disaster response 
situations. An urgent humanitarian need for shelter, food, water, sanitation and critical 
infrastructure services requires a focus on quick solutions to decrease people’s  
suffering and get them back on their feet. Authorities experience high pressure to make 
decisions, often in cases where sufficient information or capacity are not available, 
within a context of high uncertainty. At the same time, the period following a disaster is 
a window of opportunity to build back better, providing a space to address both current 
and future disaster risks, as well as development aspirations. In this example, rapid 
decision-making is traded for a more in-depth assessment that may require more time 
and thought.
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Critical questions to ask in a planning process
 
In reviewing the plan, you may ask the following questions: 

• Which goals and expected outcomes are prioritized in the plan and why? What are the 
short, medium and long-term goals and expected outcomes of the plan?

• Does the plan consider the range of potential positive and negative consequences, 
in the short, medium and long-term? Are there potential negative consequences that 
could happen after the agreed time frame?

• Does the plan focus more on short-term or long-term needs? How does it address any 
conflicts between the two?

• How are disaster and climate risks considered in the plan? What is the timescale for the 
used climate impact scenarios and does this align with the length of the lifespan of the 
investment?

• What long-term actions will be taken to promote positive outcomes and to mitigate 
potential negative consequences of the activities, projects, or investments highlighted 
in the plan?

• Is there pressure in the plan to show short-term results in terms of benefits? Are there 
political or planning cycles, public or private sector, that influence a need for short-term 
benefits in the plan?

• For those using a cost-benefit analysis: What discount rate is being used to assess the 
future value of the investment and is the the analysis sensitive to that rate? Is the  
discount rate appropriate?

Opportunities for improving decision-making 
 
To achieve equitable, resilient and sustainable development outcomes, planning and  
implementation processes need to determine how both short-term and long-terms risks  
and opportunities can be addressed and balanced. In planning processes, uncertainty must 
be openly acknowledged by all stakeholders involved. Also, if cost-benefit analysis is being 
used to explore alternatives, the effect of the discount rate on the results should be acknowl-
edged in a transparent manner.

The private sector is usually formally, or informally, involved in decision-making related to 
spatial planning, land-use planning and development when it is within their area of interest.  
As well, the private sector often owns and/or operates the major infrastructure on which  
society depends for resilience. Thus, risk management in both the short and long-term should 
include private sector involvement. Raising awareness within the private sector of climate and 
disaster risks can help catalyse change from within, particularly as there are financial incen-
tives for sector actors to prioritize short-term benefits due to the pressure to show profits in 
the short-term. It is important to recognize that, similar to the private sector, politics and plan-
ning processes operate according to specifically timed cycles, and decision makers in these 
arenas also may have strong incentives to focus on the near term. Awareness of decision 
makers’ or other stakeholders’ operational time frames helps identify opportune timing for 
introducing initiatives where short, medium, and long-term objectives of various stakeholders 
must be considered in order to achieve equitable, resilient, and sustainable development.
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1.5 Take a multi-risk perspective

Definition  
 
The risk dimension explores how the many different and interlinked risks that people 
and communities face are assessed and addressed – either in isolation or holistical-
ly – across geographical and temporal scales. Multiple development and disaster risks 
occur at any given decision-making level – individual, community, national or global. An 
all-hazards approach to risk reduction requires resources, such as capacity, time, and 
funding. It also requires understanding uncertainty. Risks are associated with various 
levels of uncertainty, based on the level of knowledge available, the time-horizon, and 
other factors. The uncertainty around a risk and how it is understood by stakeholders 
affects how they prioritize risks. Also, as it is not always possible to address all risks at 
the same time; decisions on which risks to prioritize may be necessary, especially given 
limited resources. Yet reducing one risk might lead to intentionally or unintentionally  
increasing another risk or generating new risks. Ignoring other risks to focus on only 
one can come at the expense of system-level resilience. Additionally, prioritizing risk 
differently at one governance level compared to another may also lead to unintend-
ed risk consequences or to a redistribution of risks across space and time, as well as 
across communities and political boundaries.
 

Examples

●• Authorities often prioritize risk exposure based on technical risk assessments 
from experts. In contrast, households tend to prioritize immediate risks related to 
access to necessities, such as water, or restoring livelihoods. In situations where 
people are relocated from hazard prone areas, disparities between the priorities  
of authorities and households can lead to a situation where relocation fails to meet 
the needs of the relocated, and they return to their former location. Experts may 
not be aware of the historical, social, cultural, security and power contexts that 
can determine which risks are perceived as most important. In this example, lower 
livelihood risk or social risk may be traded off for lower hazard risk. 

●• Authorities may not be aware of how dependent their response to a natural  
hazard is on critical infrastructure, such as information and communications 
technology or water and energy supplies. However, response to a natural hazard 
is often slowed due to loss of the critical infrastructure that is caused by effects of 
the original hazard. Furthermore, while systems without redundancies are efficient, 
an entire system may fail when one component fails. In this example, maintenance 
efficiency is traded off for response effectiveness.
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Critical questions to ask in a planning process
 
In reviewing the plan, you may ask the following questions:

• Does the plan clearly identify and calculate for potential risks, such as natural 
hazard-related risks, as well as social, economic, environmental, and technological 
risks? Does it account for relevant slow onset hazards, such as droughts, as well as 
rapid onset hazards, such as flash floods? Does it consider potential interactions 
between risks, such as technological and natural hazard risks?

• What process is used in the plan to identify and prioritize risks for risk reduction 
and risk management? Is it sufficiently participatory across a wide range of  
stakeholders and perspectives?

• What is the extent of different stakeholders’ involvement in the plan’s risk assess-
ment? Which risks have been identified and prioritized by which stakeholders?

• Whose risks are prioritized in the plan and why? How will this prioritization affect 
risks not addressed in the plan and how will not addressing these risks affect 
stakeholders? How will this prioritization affect overall resilience of ecosystems 
and other households in the area?

• What new risks will the activities in the plan potentially create? Who is likely to 
bear the costs of not addressing existing and emerging risks?

• What measures will be taken to minimize identified risks or avoid the creation of 
new risks?

• How has the plan taken into consideration further cascading effects of risks from, 
or into, other sectors? How are they prioritized?

Opportunities for improving decision-making 
 
The risk dimension needs to be thoroughly examined during the planning process to 
ensure that it will serve the long-term goal of enabling socially, ecologically and  
economically sustainable development. An important issue to consider is the  
alignment of risk prioritization at the various levels of decision-making, for example 
among local authorities, citizens, and other stakeholders, including managers of critical 
infrastructure. We know that in practice people perceive and prioritize risks on the basis 
of social norms, beliefs, values, and their own awareness levels. When policymakers do 
not understand how other actors prioritize disaster risk or manage their own risks, the 
interventions they design may be ineffective at best, or create new risks at worst. They 
may also be unable to anticipate cascading effects that result in amplified impacts. 
Thus, experts and planners need to learn how stakeholders approach and prioritize 
risks. Collaborative learning processes and co-designed policies are valuable tools in 
this context, but they require additional resources and skills, as well as a willingness to 
consider new perspectives.
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Part 2 
 
What is the rationale behind equitable  
resilience?
Resilience has become a key concept within the communities of both development and 
DRR, forming a potential entry point for transforming the relationship between the two. 
While certain capacity-building efforts have been successful in increasing the resilience 
of some people, less attention has been paid to the inequitable distribution of these 
benefits within a specific community or place. Equity focuses on the needs of those 
who are disadvantaged by power relations and unequal opportunity. Acknowledging 
equity means exploring how barriers to people’s well-being can be identified, better 
understood and addressed. Resilience, and development and disaster risk policy and 
practice more broadly, have been repeatedly criticized for failing to address equity.

So, transforming development and disaster risk means striving not only towards  
resilience, but towards equitable resilience. To understand how this can be achieved, 
an extensive literature review on resilience and different aspects of power, equity and 
social justice was completed (Matin et al. 2018). The review conclusion is that:

…equitable resilience is a form of human-environmental resilience that takes into 
account issues of social vulnerability and differentiated access to power, knowledge 
and resources. It starts from people’s own perception of their position within their 
human-environmental system, and it accounts for their realities and their need for a 
change of circumstance to avoid imbalances of power into the future.

There are four key elements that need to be considered for policy and practice  
interventions to be effective in achieving more equitable outcomes: 

• Recognizing subjectivities, or understanding how social contexts, power  
relations and categorization of people can support some groups of people  
while marginalizing others

• Working towards inclusion and representation and avoiding processes that  
disenfranchize some groups

• Considering multiple levels of governance as well as geographical and temporal 
scales

• Promoting transformation when existing arrangements degrade well-being or 
increase risks for certain sections of society.

The following sections examine each of these themes in more detail.
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2.1 Recognizing subjectivities

Recognizing subjectivities is a process of creating and reinforcing groups. It highlights 
the ways in which people place each other, or themselves, into different groups based 
on cultural, racial, ethnic, gender or other social characteristics. People in these groups, 
such as an ethnic minority, may perceive themselves to be different from other people. 
They also are more likely to be treated differently by people from other groups,  
including authorities. The rules and norms of a society often reinforce the perception 
that people have different roles, rights or abilities due to their membership in a  
particular group or groups. This can be reinforced through laws or regulations that 
treat people differently. Additionally, it may also be expressed through the attitudes 
and behaviours that people of a certain group have towards themselves, or towards 
other groups, and that have become common or expected within society.

Subjectivities can lead to very deep-rooted differences in the ways people perceive 
each other and the ways risk management and development respond to their needs. 
Specific groups might be routinely ignored or suppressed, or they may lack access to 
services or support that are available to the rest of the population. These disadvantag-
es reduce opportunities for those in the marginalized group to improve their well-being 
or to express themselves, which can reinforce the impression among others that they 
are different or of a lower social standing. Subjectivities can also shape how people 
interpret their experiences of risk, how they understand information about risk, and 
whether or not people take action to reduce their risk.
 

Examples

• Recognizing subjectivities helps to expose social power relations that can have 
significant effects on an individual’s resilience, as well as the distribution of  
resilience within, and across, different social groups. Characteristics such as caste, 
class and ethnicity can profoundly shape lives in negative or positive ways. For 
example, in Bangladesh, the Musahars are a marginalized tribal community that 
has limited access to schools and jobs, and they are unable to own land. Musahars 
rely almost completely on the local markets for their food and are very sensitive to 
price fluctuations, a common post-drought occurance, for staples such as rice. 

• Social and cultural gender norms can also lead to marginalization, discrimina-
tion and routine violence against women. Subjectivities in this case can be more 
subtle. For example, a village committee that is designed to be more inclusive 
and representative of women may actually reinforce social norms. In committee 
meetings, women may choose not to speak up from fear of punishment or from 
an unwillingness to voice their opinion or draw attention, based on a lifetime of 
being treated as inferior and unworthy. Their silence in the village committee can 
reinforce certain stereotypes about women among other committee members.
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Critical questions to ask in the planning process 
In reviewing the plan, you should ask the following questions:

• How are the different social groups in a specific area determined? Are there some 
groups that are more invisible than others? How are the groups recognized in  
policies and society?

• What grass roots movements, NGOs or international organizations are present, 
and who do they represent? What do these organizations understand about the 
precepts of discrimination?

• Which initiatives launched by NGO or government actors aim to empower  
particular groups? Which groups are targeted? Which initiatives have succeeded 
and failed, and why?

• Is participation alone seen as being enough to bring about positive outcomes? Or 
are existing participation initiatives linked with other empowerment initiatives to 
overcome underlying inequalities?

Opportunities for improving decision-making

Understanding within decision-making processes how we tend to create and reinforce 
groups provides an opportunity to ensure that historically marginalized groups are not 
further undermined by the distribution of resources from new resilience initiatives. Rec-
ognizing this provides an opportunity for these groups to be recognized as legitimate 
stakeholders by decision makers and creates a space for them to express their inter-
ests. Crucially, understanding how discrimination unfolds in cultural, social, legal and 
political spheres allows for the development of empowerment processes to help these 
groups overcome the different barriers. However, this is neither quick nor easy. It is 
often best to work in partnership with existing organizations representing marginalized 
groups. It takes time and skill to work alongside groups and support them to analyse 
their own situation and their own development and risk reduction opportunities.
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2.2 Ensuring inclusion and representation

The benefits of inclusion in decision-making are well-recognized. Access to resources 
often varies for different social groups and is likely to depend on whether these groups 
are included in decision-making processes. Inclusion allows different values, interests 
and knowledge to be recognized when decisions about resource investments are being 
made. It also helps illuminate which factors affect different people’s understanding of 
risk and their ability to respond to risks. This can lead to more effective interventions. 
Recognizing the need for inclusion means taking into account gender, age, ethnicity, 
disability and sexual orientation, among other characteristics, when considering who 
should be included in resilience planning.

Inclusion goes beyond simply involving people in a process. It requires understanding 
the different values and interests of various groups and recognizing their different 
histories, capabilities, norms and knowledge. Methods of inclusion differ depending on 
level of interaction – local, regional, national or international. They also differ between 
formal and informal settings – formal government or informal village councils, deci-
sion-making congress or capacity development workshop. Therefore, within existing 
arrangements, representation can greatly vary and strengthen some voices and views, 
while excluding others. Focusing on representation often means having to confront 
power imbalances among different stakeholders and influenced by the underlying driv-
ers of exclusion.

Examples

●• Lagos, Nigeria is similar to many rapidly urbanizing locations with groups of urban 
poor who live in hazardous landscapes and have coping and livelihood strategies 
that leave them with very low resilience to flooding. Weak housing rights have 
been identified as a key driver of vulnerability in these landscapes. Recognizing 
this driver helps us to shift attention to the way in which governance decisions  
are made, who is involved, and who seeks to win or who will lose as a result of 
those decisions. In this case, inclusion also means ensuring that there is account-
ability: upward, so that minimum human rights standards are adhered to, and 
downward, so that at-risk populations are empowered to assess the sufficiency of 
policies and their implementation. In other cases, arguments have been made for 
recognizing cultural values and indigenous knowledge in diverse contexts, such as 
the knowledge among the First Nations communities in North America, Aboriginal 
groups in Northern Australia and Alaska, and communities at risk from tsunamis in 
Indonesia.
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Critical questions to ask in the planning process

In reviewing the plan, you should ask the following questions: 

• At which level are decisions related to risk management made, and which groups 
are represented in these processes? While the focus of this question will depend 
on the particular circumstances, it is important to consider informal as well as  
formal decision-making settings and actors: for example, households, village  
committees, district authorities, extension agents.

• In what ways are decision makers held accountable by different groups?  
Do representatives provide those whom they represent with an appropriate  
opportunity for expressing their views? Can groups who are typically marginalized 
hold decision makers accountable? If so, how?

• What methods are used to resolve trade-offs or conflicts in decision-making? Do 
less powerful actors routinely lose out in these discussions?

• How are the knowledge, interests and values of different groups explored in  
decision-making processes? Is there recognition that such differences exist and 
that policies or programmes need to be specifically focused on them?

Opportunities for improving decision-making 
 
Carefully designed planning processes for promoting inclusion can deliver significant 
benefits, including more equitable outcomes, fairer decision-making, increased coop-
eration and reduced likelihood of unintended consequences. A more holistic planning 
process means recognizing that there are multiple groups with a stake in any given 
risk management or development process. It also means recognizing that the power 
dynamic among participants is an important influence on the type of decisions that 
are reached. In most cases, there will be participants who expect to be in authority, or 
who are used to being considered experts. The chance of more inclusive participation 
increases when these participants recognize that their understanding of the issues at 
hand can be enhanced by taking into account the perspectives of other groups.  
For some groups, this step also involves the ceding of power that may reduce their 
influence in decision-making and potentially diminish the advantage that they stand  
to gain. Though government agencies’ responsibilities for ensuring inclusion and  
equitable power-sharing are generally accepted as a good governance norm, ensuring 
inclusive governance remains a challenge. Therefore, promoting inclusive decision- 
making involves careful planning and skilled facilitation, particularly in cases where 
there are significant differences in formal decision-making experience or in the level of 
negotiation skills of the different groups involved.
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2.3  Working across administrative,  
geographical and temporal scales

Scale is an important concept in resilience thinking. It demonstrates the significance 
of recognizing that actions in one place and time can have important consequences at 
other locations or in the future. Scale also refers to the level of governance, which is  
important as actors at different levels may have different degrees of power and influ-
ence. To build their resilience, the poorest of the poor may need to depend on actors 
and resources outside of their communities. Scale also plays a role in marginalization, 
such as when decisions that affect the resilience of a rural community are made in the 
provincial or national capital, limiting or hindering local people’s participation in the 
process.

Thinking in terms of scale helps to draw attention to how actors make decisions based 
largely on their understanding of the issues within their own focus, while overlooking 
issues outside of that focus. This raises the importance of understanding how actions 
at different scales interact with and influence each other. For example, national decision 
makers may fail to see the net benefit of the small-scale, localized repercussions of 
policies. Similarly, some actions may increase resilience on one scale but increase vul-
nerability on another. This dilemma is a critical governance issue, because development 
and disaster risk governance decisions are usually discussed at a particular determined 
scale. Competing interests or disagreements over jurisdiction can make cross-scale 
governance particularly difficult to address. Even when the value of more collaborative 
arrangements is recognized, finding solutions that work across multiple scales is  
challenging.

Examples

●• The multiple dimensions of scale create potential for conflicts and unwanted 
interactions between scales. For example, international actors may push aside and 
disregard the practices or views of local actors, possible leading to resentment 
that turns into conflict. In addition, adaptation measures at one scale may increase 
vulnerability at another. For example, construction of a coastal barrier that  
protects one coastal city may increase risks for communities living on other parts 
of the coastline. This can intensify inequities: if the outlying coastal communities 
are poorer and less able to adapt, the additional problems created by the barrier 
will further increase their vulnerability. Conflict can also occur across timescales: 
a solution that is expected to bring short-term benefits to people might make 
them more vulnerable to future shocks, decreasing their overall resilience. This 
can occur when costs are externalized and repercussions that occur outside of the 
immediate time frame and place are not considered in decision-making.
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Critical questions to ask in the planning process

In reviewing the plan, you should ask the following questions:

• What are the consequences of current policy decisions at other geographical or 
spatial scales, such as the subnational, local, household levels? For example, might 
national level risk management decisions have a damaging effect on community 
or household resilience? How do policies at other scales affect local opportunities 
for action? Which decision-making authorities have a direct or indirect say in the 
governance of local affairs?

• What potential effects could current policies have in the future? Will these future 
effects be different at the local level than at other levels? Will decisions made 
today reduce flexibility of future decision makers and limit future options for 
change? Will these decisions directly undermine opportunities for future  
development or risk management?

• Are there opportunities for collaboration with formal or informal governance 
mechanisms at other scales? How might more effective cross-scale working  
relationships be fostered? What are the key barriers to coordinated decision- 
making and action?

Opportunities for improving decision-making 
 
In resilience planning and practice, systematically accounting for scale has an import-
ant role to play in addressing processes of marginalization and delivering effective and 
sustainable policies. Appreciation of how vulnerability and risk are defined in different 
places – at the individual, household, community, subnational and national levels – can 
support more inclusive decision-making and help address subjectivities that would 
otherwise create barriers in policies and their implementation. New models of co-man-
agement and collaborative governance can help reconcile the varying priorities and 
perspectives of stakeholders at different scales, broaden decision-making, and generate 
a more complete understanding of risk management. However, power and marginality 
remain significant barriers in these processes, and the reality is that development and 
disaster risk governance decisions at different scales are rarely joined. Efforts must be 
made to bridge the gaps between these often separate decision-making processes.
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4 Allowing for transformation

In many cases, smaller, incremental changes in resilience planning may not be enough 
to achieve equitable outcomes. Instead, a more fundamental change, or transforma-
tion, may be needed. Significant and lasting changes in resource use, distribution of 
authority, and accountability can lead to transformation, altering the dynamics that 
underpin marginalization or exclusion. Transformation will change power relationships 
by recognizing and addressing systemic obstacles, due to the political nature of the 
system itself.

Equitable resilience requires correcting failures in development and disaster risk  
management, not perpetuating or sustaining them. That requires understanding how 
power is held and used and which actors or processes are responsible for unequal 
outcomes, especially when some usually benefit and others too often lose out. Asking 
whether transformation is required to address systemic failures may be uncomfortable, 
but it is critical. Not questioning the need for more fundamental changes limits the 
understanding of the problem. However, in many circumstances a radical shift might 
be impossible or might risk provoking conflict. The mere recognition of the need for 
transformation may inspire incremental actions that build towards longer-term system-
ic change.

 

Examples

●• System transformation may occur when, in response to the political context, 
interventions work towards empowering marginalized communities or groups and 
support collective action. From a resilience perspective, these collective actions 
can challenge the historical and structural basis for vulnerability. These include 
access restriction to, or control of, the resources needed to secure opportuni-
ties for increased resilience or exclusion of sections of society from learning and 
decision-making institutions. For marginalized communities, building resilience 
may require engaging with processes of political and social change. In the case 
of women’s empowerment organizations, where increased awareness of rights is 
linked to practical measures to reduce women’s financial and political dependency 
on men, the growing awareness can challenge processes that reinforce the  
current social and political norms.
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Critical questions to ask in the planning process 
In reviewing the plan, you should ask the following questions:  

• Can patterns of winners and losers from previous development and disaster risk 
policies be identified?

• Is resilience discussed in terms of reducing risk or in terms of changing the  
conditions that generate risk?

• Does resilience planning include efforts to secure the rights of currently  
marginalized groups by working directly with those groups?

• Do planned resilience actions aim to understand and address the underlying  
causes of vulnerability, or is the focus restricted to addressing the consequences 
of vulnerabilities of different groups?

• Does the way that resilience activities are planned, implemented and monitored 
reflect existing decision-making powers and opportunities for accountability, or 
are status quo governance structures disrupted so that marginalized groups can 
play a more meaningful role in risk, resilience and development activities?

Opportunities for improving decision-making 
 
These four elements – subjectivities, inclusion, scale and transformation – are closely 
interconnected. Subjectivities reveal how place, identity and social contexts shape the 
ways people see themselves and are treated. Meaningful inclusion can be the mech-
anism through which subjectivities are addressed, and to do so may mean crossing 
scale-boundaries and allowing for fundamental changes in the system, particularly in 
contexts where transformation is supported by the communities concerned.  
Systemic failures require systemic solutions that will often lead to transformation. 
Achieving transformation, in turn, requires good, inclusive governance that embraces  
all communities and account for different levels of authority.
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Synergies and concluding remarks
 
In these guidelines we have presented two approaches – trade-offs and equitable  
resilience – that can be adopted to support more sustainable, resilient and equitable 
development and DRR outcomes. While each of the approaches has merits of its own, 
they are particularly effective when considered jointly, given their many synergies. 
Together, these two approaches enable more collaborative governance practices to 
identify new perspectives and priorities at various levels and from different groups in 
society, especially from those directly affected by a plan or process or from stakehold-
ers who are often marginalized in such processes. They also allow us to overcome the 
limitations of a current dominant development paradigm defined by the status quo in 
terms of structures, routines and behaviours – starting with shared goals and working 
backward, while recognizing and accounting for existing power imbalances. A com-
bined trade-offs and equitable resilience approach also considers the multiple and 
varying aspects of risks and understands how they are prioritized differently by various 
stakeholders. This in turn can lead to investment in needed capacities for enhanced 
participation, particularly at the local level, and in collaboration with key actors already 
working at that level.

These guidelines aim to provide clear, guiding questions to be asked in the context of 
a specific planning process by national and subnational authorities and other relevant 
actors. This process helps ensure that decision-making supports both development 
and DRR processes and encourages sustainable, resilient and equitable outcomes for 
all. Application of these guidelines requires critical self-reflection and a conscious, 
transparent effort to address trade-offs and manage their consequences. However, 
it is hoped that early recognition of potential trade-offs in the planning process can 
eliminate, mitigate, or provide compensation for them. Correcting the systemic mis-
alignment of development and DRR processese will empower their transformation and 
enable the achievement of  sustainable, resilient societies that thrive. These guidelines 
serve to spark critical thinking on current development and DRR decision-making 
processes, and the implications of decisions related to those processes, to help realize 
more equitable resilience for all going forward.
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